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What is GroW op?
Grow op is the Gladstone hotel’s annual alternative landscape design 
event. this four-day event celebrates innovative ideas and conceptual 
responses to landscape and place across a broad range of creative 
practices. Grow op 2013 will facilitate a cross-disciplinary forum for 
landscape, garden design, art and place making within the vibrant setting 
of toronto’s West Queen West neighbourhood.

Grow op explores new territories and uncovers new ways of expression 
and meaning through projects that represent a wide range of approaches 
from the prosaic to the poetic, the elemental to the ephemeral.

the Gladstone hotel

the Gladstone hotel is the oldest continuously running hotel in the city 
of toronto. the Gladstone’s juxtaposition of old and new; historical 
landmark and contemporary art scene, makes it an icon of local culture 
and a gateway for international travelers. the hotel houses 37 unique 
artist designed hotel rooms, each imagined by toronto’s best talent, 
with two restaurants, four event venue spaces and three exhibition 
spaces. the Gladstone is a values-based business dedicated to offering 
an immersive and authentic experience to its guests.

see our amazing rooms, events and exhibitions at:
WWW.Gladstonehotel.com

schedule + hours
Thursday, april 25
4pm – 6pm  private media preview
6.30pm – 8pm  plaYinG With landscape: making art in the open /   
  a public Forum | Gladstone Ballroom
6pm – 10pm exhibition hours

Friday, april 26
11am – 10pm  exhibition hours
7pm – 10pm  opening reception (with dJ iris Fraser Gudrunas)

saTurday, april 27

11am – 8pm  exhibition hours

sunday, april 28

11am – 5pm  exhibition hours

admission: $10 per person  ($5 For sTudenTs, wiTh valid id)

exploring landscape 
and place

april 25 to 28, 2013

Gladstone hotel
1214 Queen st. W., 
toronto, ont., m6J 1J6
416 531 4635
gladstonehotel.com

Grow op is produced by the 
Gladstone hotel

the Gladstone hotel acknowledges the generous 
support of the landscape architecture canada 
Foundation for sponsoring the 2013 Grow op 
catalogue. 

media partner:

room 401 | offset by heather dubbeldam + tania ursomarzo

cover image: mow table by ryan taylor.
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Welcome to GroW op 2013
Grow op formed out of a desire to engage the public in a greater 
discussion around the socio-cultural and socio-political significance of 
landscape architecture and public art initiatives in toronto. in keeping 
with our mandate to foster a fertile ground for experimentation, Grow 
op invites new approaches to thinking about place, civic engagement 
and the natural environment, both manicured and un-kept. We are truly 
honoured to be able to host this array of boundary-pushing projects by 
such a diverse group of makers.   

thank you to the participants for their commitment and for their 
imitable installations. thank you also to the Grow op Jury and our 
Jury’s choice award sponsors for their time and support. a very special 
thank you to Grow op curator, Victoria taylor for her keen eye, open 
mind, dedication, and thoughtfulness. Without her vision, none of this 
would be possible.

We hope you enjoy the exhibition.

noa Bronstein
director of exhibitions & cultural promotions
Gladstone hotel

the producer
noa Bronstein has been active in the cultural sector for several years 
and was recently the director of public programs and an acting curator 
at the design exchange. she has curated several exhibitions including, 
cutmr, out of sorts: print culture & Book design and play > nation: 
canada’s outdoor culture. currently, she is the director of exhibitions & 
cultural promotions at the Gladstone hotel.

opposite: Field cushion, by petra Bogias (F_rmlab member), Vikkie chen, andrea soto, 

elisabeth van overbeeke, lisa Wong. photo by lisa Wong (uW school of architecture © 

august 2012)
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curatorial statement
Welcome to the inaugural year of the Gladstone Grow op: exploring 
landscape and place.

the diverse range of work featured in this year’s exhibition symbiotically 
connect to tell a story about how we experience and respond to the 
world of exteriors; questioning what is nature, what is natural.  Grow 
op participants courageously explore the fundamental elements of 
landscape: form, changing light, shadow, colour, smell, sound...to inspire 
the visitor to think differently about the spaces around them.

all 26 jury-selected works engage in a dialogue about the contemporary 
landscapes that bring form to our cities. From the neighbourhood park, 
hydro corridor and private garden, to the condo balcony, city waterfront, 
restaurant roof top and open urban square, this exhibition plays a critical 
role in the question: What is a designed landscape? clearly pushing 
boundaries and proposing new collaborations, Grow op gets into the real 
dirt of site, ecology, community engagement and social and horticultural 
possibilities.   

i am grateful to all the participants for their creative spirit and 
commitment and am inspired by their unique and insightful translation 
of how they see the world. While not a primary goal of the exhibition, as 
a landscape architect i have a personal hope that the work will inspire 
and permeate the minds of architects, designers and urban planners who 
make decisions that affect and influence our daily lives.

i’d like to give special recognition to christina Zeidler and noa Bronstein 
of the Gladstone hotel.  as respected cultural promoters and frequent 
boundary pushers, their deep-rooted support for the idea of Grow op 
strongly acknowledges the exhibition as an important contribution to 
contemporary culture and artistic practice.

Grow op is evidence of the groundswell of new thinking around gardens, 
art and urban place making and offers a rich experience for all the senses.  
enjoy.

Victoria taylor
landscape architect oala csla
victoriataylor.com
curator Grow op 2013

the curator
Victoria taylor, an oala licensed landscape architect is founder and 
principal of Victoria taylor landscape architect. Vtla designs spaces 
informed and inspired by context, ecology, community engagement and 
social and horticultural possibilities. The firm employs an open, creative 
and collaborative design process. taylor is an editorial board member 
and contributor to Ground magazine and is an independent landscape 
critic at the John h. daniels Faculty for landscape, architecture and 
design at the university of toronto. Vtla is co-creator of parks & rec, 
an 1800 square foot organic roof garden in parkdale and is currently 
working with toronto’s West end Ymca on the design and installation 
of a roof top food garden. taylor’s “concrete Bloom Burst” installation 
for canada Blooms 2012 won the evergreen Brickworks seed award 
and the leslie l. solty memorial award for best overall creativity in 
garden design.

Grow op 2013 is dedicated to the memory of landscape architect 
michael hough (1928 - 2013), an early advocate of the valuable 
connections between ecology and urbanism.
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plaYinG With landscape: 
makinG art in the open/            
a puBlic Forum 

Ground magazine and the ontario association of landscape 
architects present plaYinG With landscape: making art in the 
open / a public Forum

Thurs april 25 | 6.30pm - 8pm
Venue: Gladstone Ballroom, 1st floor (Free admission)

“playfulness should be taken far more seriously” - dan Graham

how can we imbue our practice of design and the landscapes we build 
with a sense of play? as designers, landscape architects are often called 
upon to include art in our work. how can art be incorporated into our 
design process, construction contracts and the places we design? how 
do the roles of the artist and the designer differ and how can we work 
together to build fun landscapes?  a panel of landscape architects, 
artists and curators who work in the landscape will discuss how play can 
shape our experience of landscape. play is not just for children and art is 
not just for looking at.

2013 Ground/oala aWard
the Ground /oala award, selected by the members of the editorial 
Board of Ground magazine and representatives of the ontario 
association of landscape architects, will be presented to the work that 
best responds to the conceptual direction behind the show as outlined 
in the original call for submissions.

GroW op JurY                          
Victoria taylor, Vanessa eickhoff, andrew Jones, david Young, andrea 
mantin, netami stuart, lorraine Johnson, Jiva mackay

special thanks to emily hogg

2013 JurY’s choice aWard
on behalf of the Gladstone hotel and the 2013 Grow op Jury, we 
gratefully acknowledge the support of the following firms and 
thank them for their support of the 2013 Jury’s choice award.  as 
selected by the Grow op Jury and the following sponsors, the award 
will be presented for exceptional work that best responds to the 
conceptual direction behind the show as outlined in the original                             
call for submissions.

the Grow op 2013 Jury’s choice award is generously sponsored by the 
following Canadian landscape architecture firms: 
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Gelareh saadatpaJouh & 
talaYeh hamidYa
a  curated neighbourhood walk

play the Walk

Play the Walk is a multi-layered narrative enacted by people about the 
city and their very personal relationship with the urban environment. 
citizens are invited to let their instincts be their compass and the 
body their vessel for an adventure based in a map -- to stroll about, 
and carefully touch, smell, look and listen to a city rarely played with. 
toronto is hosting Play the Walk in the vicinity of Gladstone hotel, in 
a triangular field bordered by the railroad tracks. The walk is designed 
by Gelareh saadatpajouh and talayeh hamidya, a collaborative studio 
focused on experience-oriented projects.

playthewalk.tumblr.com
playthewalk@gmail.com

eXhiBition map

1ST FLOOR

2ND FLOOR

A
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Q
R

W
V

U
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a. Gelareh saadatpajouh & talayeh 
hamidya

B. F_rmlab
c. susan rowe harrison
d. era architects 
e. sketch Working arts
F. chicken cartel (Justin miron & 

karen may)
G. ryan taylor
h. iris Fraser-Gudrunas
i. ken roy Johnson metal 

Fabrication and design
J. karen abel with rose Bolton
k. constant Van ruymbeke
l. amy siegel
m. breal (real eguchi & Barbara 

Flanagan-eguchi), ashley Johnson 
& david hlynsky

n. about Face collective; lauren 
pirie and natalie Boustead with 
mahmood popal and sketch

o. nick sweetman
p. detritus & co.
Q. mehran ataee & dylan uscher
r. grocad
s. matt caudle & robert cram of 

heretical objects
t. katie mathieu
u. Joseph clement with calum J. 

moore
V. outside studio
W. andrea nesbitt
X. Jane hutton
Y. Gina Badger (offsite)
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F_rmlaB
B  lobby

Field Guide

F_rmlab is a graduate student initiated digital design and fabrication 
research collective formed to promote design-based computational 
skills and discourse at the university of Waterloo school of 
architecture. With interests in digital design and physical computation, 
grads at F_rmlab are deeply invested in research focused on responsive 
environments, information processing and material systems.

F_rmlab is currently working on Field Guide, an installation that will 
respond to occupancy flows in the lobby of the Gladstone and will work 
with the different programs within the exhibition to guide individuals 
through the different spaces. 

frmlab.com
frmlab@gmail.com

image: Field Guide schematic prototype

susan roWe harrison
c   elevator 

tensile

in tensile, susan rowe harrison extends her handmade morphology 
to build a delicate web of hand-cut vinyl for the windows of the 
Gladstone’s historic elevator. this work is a quiet homage to a natural 
process--spider webs are the ultimate drawing—delicate and tensile, 
intricate and fascinating.

Susan makes ink drawings and site-specific installations for domestic, 
commercial, and alternative settings. Born in chicago, she lives and 
works in toronto. she holds graduate and undergraduate degrees from 
new York university and uc Berkeley respectively and studied painting 
at the school of the art institute in chicago.

lunule.com
lunuleblog.tumblr.com
tapeartmovement.tumblr.com
susan@lunule.com

photo: stantec Window Gallery, photo credit: richard Johnson
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era architects 
d  art bar (1st floor)

hoarding suggestions 

ERA Architects Inc. is a firm that specializes in architecture, heritage 
conservation, landscape, urban design, and cultural planning. era 
is a founding member of the Friends of allan Gardens, a group of 
neighbours and citizens concerned with actively promoting the vitality 
of allan Gardens. through initiatives like this installation, era aims to 
explore the potential of community engagement with public space, and 
the process of change that stems from individuals’ interactions with the 
city. Specifically, Hoarding Suggestions focuses on efforts to re-imagine 
and transform allan Gardens as a centerpiece among toronto’s cultural 
landscapes.

era.on.ca
michael mcclelland: michaelm@era.on.ca
amy norris: amyn@era.on.ca 
Brendan stewart: brendans@era.on.ca
tatum taylor: tatumt@era.on.ca
Josh thorpe: josht@era.on.ca 

sketch WorkinG arts
e   2nd floor

savour

sketch has installed a dense collection of scented herbs along the 
Gladstone Grow op wall, scattered with colourful, winged, molded 
figures, inviting visitors to stick their noses in and Savour. sketch is 
a community arts initiative engaging young people living homeless 
and on the margins. in the past 6 years, sketch’s community garden 
programming has worked to playfully and creatively utilize the power 
of the natural world to support and build healthier communities. this 
installation playfully mimics what we find in our garden programs: that 
just being among these vibrant herbs, thyme, lavender, basil and other 
savoury herbs, is healing, inspiring, and transformational.

sketch.ca
info@skecth.ca
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chicken cartel (Justin miron 
& karen maY)
F   green roof

hotel Galliform-a

urbanites have a growing interest in reconnecting with the ecological 
cycles that are essential to their sustenance. this may lead them to do 
crazy things like keep chickens in cities.

presented by chicken cartel, a multi-disciplinary design collaboration 
between landscape and Graphic designers Justin miron and karen 
may, this project will bring new life to the social spaces and ecologies 
of a typical city landscape. This lovely fiction is explored through 
the temporary residence of one of toronto’s most fascinating and 
controversial figures: the humble chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus of 
the order Galliformes).

chickencartel.net
cluck.to.us@gmail.com

illustration by karen may, photo credit: the american standard of perfection, 1941

rYan taYlor
G   2nd floor

Babylon light

ryan taylor is a multidisciplinary designer working in toronto. Formerly 
a founding partner of castor design and with a background in visual 
arts, ryan works in interactive, graphic and industrial design creating 
user experiences through objects and interfaces.

The Babylon Light is a plantable light fixture. Made of aluminum with 
a powder coated finish, it can be used as an organic centre-piece or a 
working herb garden over the kitchen counter. no matter where it is 
situated — Babylon will become your very own hanging garden.

oniprojects.com
ryan@oniprojects.com
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iris Fraser-Gudrunas
h  2nd floor

flickering flora 

iris Fraser is a multi-disciplinary artist and professional gardener. her 
practice ranges from film, video and photography, to performative 
events and curatorial projects. her work explores social interaction 
between human subjects in various contexts as a means of breaking 
down perceived binary oppositions such as amateur vs professional, 
awkward vs beautiful, illusory vs real.

flickering flora is a project that explores social networking, online image 
appropriation and issues with loss of creative property. iris uses a 
meme in her personal “likes”; grainy digital photos of flowers thriving in 
unnatural settings, and re-contextualizes them into tactile pieces.   

irisfraser.net
iris.fraser@gmail.com

image title: intuitive landscaping Workshop credit: iris Fraser-Gudrunas

ken roY Johnson             
metal FaBrication and 
desiGn
i   2nd floor

auto Body

ken Johnson is a metal sculptor and designer based in toronto 
and Beaver Valley, ontario. his work investigates the repurposing 
and fabrication of found metal as sculptural design and landscape 
architecture. he graduated from sheridan college in 1995 and the 
ontario college of art in 1999. his work has been exhibited across 
canada. For Auto Body a 1973 dodge truck is cut into 4” x 4” squares, 
maintaining and exploiting the weather worn steel patina of the truck’s 
original use as the aesthetic basis for this new design.

kenroyjohnson.com
krj72@mac.com

image: auto Body (work in progress) 
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constant Van ruYmBeke
k  2nd floor

homestead: disappearing agricultural 
landscapes of south Western ontario

as the agricultural landscapes of south Western ontario continue 
to transform, pioneering homesteads continue to disappear. using 
archetypal structures such as tobacco barns and silos that date back 
to the late 1800s through the 1950s this photo-based installation 
reconstructs this fading landscape. Homestead offers a platform where 
viewers can look through the barn doors and imagine themselves within 
it.

constant Van ruymbeke grew up on a cattle farm in south Western 
ontario. While his sister started driving tractors at the age of eight, he 
picked up a camera and started photograghing them. constant received 
a Bachelor of Fine arts in photography studies from ryerson university.  

constantphotography.com
constantvan@yahoo.ca

karen aBel                             
With rose Bolton
J  2nd floor

GeoGarden {a subterranean symphony in c}

GeoGarden is a landscape of geological time. it is a subterranean ‘secret 
garden’ of relic violin cases, their interiors propagated with mineral salt 
crystals of the octahedral structure, a form in sacred geometry meaning 
“seed of life.” as if excavated from a primordial orchestra pit, the rock-
like forms suggest crystal geodes – time capsules unlocked to reveal 
pristine micro-landscapes like sheet music of millennial age. in this garden 
of vacant instrumentation, violin sounds seismically evoke geochemical 
crystallization events of a geological past. like a musical composition, 
the process of geode crystallization is a meticulous arrangement of micro 
matter culminating in a unique rendition – a specimen – of time and place.

geogarden performance by rose Bolton | april 27 and april 28 at 3pm
Violinist and sonic landscapist rose Bolton will present an intimate 
site-specific performance staged within the installation (Note: seating is 
limited).

karen abel: karenabel.ca          contact@karenabel.ca
rose Bolton: rosebolton.com   info@rosebolton.com
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amY sieGel
l  2nd floor

Beached

amy siegel is a multidisciplinary artist who works in a variety of media 
including installation, video, performance and sculpture. her work 
focuses on the way landscape, history and memory inform the way 
we experience the world. the ghosts of people, objects and moments 
breathe life into a place, even in their absence. physical environments 
are experienced on multiple levels: what we see, what we remember, 
and the stories we’ve heard. Beached explores the sky, water, land and 
myth of the toronto islands through video projection, sculpture, natural 
soundscapes, and interviews with residents, both past and present.

amysiegel.com
amy.lou.siegel@gmail.com

image title: Black Water collaboration With timber timbre at the sackville music hall, 2012

Breal (real eGuchi, BarBara 
FlanaGan-eGuchi), ashleY 
Johnson & daVid hlYnskY
m  2nd floor

mindFullnest

how integrated are we with nature?

to meaningfully explore the places in which we dwell, our immediate 
‘outer’ landscape, while engendering a fundamental reverence for nature, 
we need to start by exploring our inner landscape to embrace the nature 
of who we are. With anthropomorphism, our inner garden has become 
unwittingly abstracted from nature. how can we sustainably reconcile 
the awe (the dreadful and the wonderful) that we experience given our 
sentience and the wildness that we embody? this installation includes 
an array of stuffed animals. it also includes paintings, videography, 
photography and performance that together form a meditation.

breal: breal.ca   real@breal.ca   barbara@breal.ca
ashley Johnson: ashleyjohnson.org   ashley@ashleyjohnson.org
david hlynsky: davidhlynsky.com      david.hlynsky@rogers.com

photo by breal (real eguchi, Barbara Flanagan-eguchi)
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aBout Face collectiVe; 
lauren pirie & natalie 
Boustead With mahmood 
popal and sketch
n  2nd floor

Junk Food

the about Face is a toronto-based grassroots arts and environmental 
collective. the group collaborates with and connects artists, 
environmentalists, entrepreneurs, organizations and community 
members seeking to create integrated approaches to urban 
sustainability and food production. in doing so, they design and 
coordinate projects such as the everything roof at the centre for social 
innovation annex.

Junk Food is a reclaimed and living materials-based installation and 
a collaboration between artist and illustrator lauren pirie, garden 
coordinator natalie Boustead and artist and designer, mahmood popal.

aboutfacecollective.com

nick sWeetman
o  2nd floor

outgrowth

Outgrowth questions, through painting, notions of landscape and 
environment that imply a distant ‘nature,’ separate from human ‘culture.’  
nick is fascinated by sites of intersection between the urban and the 
‘natural’ that show these as parts of a single system. ‘Nature’ flourishes 
where we permit/arrange it, but ‘nature’ also reclaims urban space, 
resisting our culture of pavement and artificially manicured landscaping. 
By using painting as a site for plant growth, this work re-contextualizes 
how natural phenomena are incorporated into human environments. 
nick is an artist living and working in toronto. he is currently pursuing 
an mFa at ocad university.

nicksweetman.ca
nsweetman@gmail.com

image: outgrowth 1 (detail)
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detritus & co.
p  2nd floor

decomposition/composition

decomposition/composition traces the cycle of plant life from maturity 
to decline and decomposition, this decay, in turn creates the conditions 
for rebirth and rejuvenation. compost made up from rotting plant 
material is mixed with stone, skin, feather and bone and provides a rich 
medium for the regeneration of life from seed and spore.

detritus & co. consists of Barry parker, a lifelong artist/ gardener and 
founding member of the parkdale & toronto horticultural society, david 
leeman, a professional gardener and Jonas spring, owner of ecoman, a 
residential landscaping and gardening business in toronto.

Jonas spring: ecoman.ca    Jonas@ecoman.ca
david leeman: davidleeman.blogspot.ca   orchidave@hotmail.com
Barry parker: barrysbog.blogspot.ca    barry.parker@sympatico.ca

mehran ataee & 
dYlan uscher
Q   2nd floor 

knitted Garden

The Knitted Garden project seeks to merge the fields of crochet design 
and landscape architecture to explore innovative fabrication of vertical 
growing matrices. the work has both practical and didactic dimensions. 
With the growing need for and interest in urban agriculture and 
gardening and the densification and miniaturization of living quarters, 
this design aims to provide a means of growing plants in a variety of 
spaces. using jute as the base material, mehran and dylan design and 
crochet three-dimensional forms with cavities for growing medium. 
the products are light-weight vertical planting structures that have 
sculptural and decorative qualities and are a versatile tool for growing 
various types of plants.

mehran ataee: cargocollective.com/mataee  mehran.at@gmail.com
dylan uscher: dylaniumknits.com   info@dylaniumknits.com
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Grocad
r  2nd floor

pedal Farm

grocad is an innovative group at ocad university focused on 
integrating plant life into our everyday experience, often in unorthodox 
spaces and/or techniques. We inaugurate, direct and supervise the 
greening of the university and surrounding landscape through diverse, 
experimental, imaginative and engaging measures.

Pedal Farm is a hydroponic, freestanding vertical garden. in this project, 
the focus was to minimize a garden’s ecological footprint by using 
recycled materials, growing vertically, as opposed to horizontally, and 
by inventing a hydraulic pump that need not depend on electrical 
power. nutrients and water circulate to the plants when a person 
“walks” on the pedals. 

grocad.org
info@grocad.org
ocadgrows@gmail.com

matt caudle & roBert cram 
oF heretical oBJects
s  2nd floor

dirt

Heretical Objects Collective believes firmly in pushing the boundaries of 
the visual arts, performance arts and music.

Dirt explores constructions of the landscape or exterior as being 
wild, rebellious and expressive, with its counterpart, the indoors or 
interior, as being obedient, organized and authoritarian. the installation 
examines the process whereby the wild landscape becomes ordered 
into domestic systems conceptualized as being independent of nature. 
hand-made mud bricks are constructed into increasingly more complex 
nests, a prelusive symbol of order and manipulation in the environment. 

hereticalobjects.tumblr.com
matt caudle: kawhdull@gmail.com
robert cram: rcram@planpart.ca
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katie mathieu
t  2nd floor

this is not a dream house

katie mathieu is a permaculture designer, personal chef and roof top 
farmer. This Is Not a Dream House, identifies how variables present in 
an urban environment including the audible and inaudible, ephemeral, 
quantifiable, and unquantifiable, contribute to the positive or poor 
health of a plant nursery that she has created in her apartment. katie 
catalogues how these variables effect the lifecyle of the 100 perennial 
plants she is growing, and systematically eliminates those influences 
from her apartment to determine, or quantify if there is a negative or 
beneficial effect of placing the needs of plants above her own. Expect 
hammocks.  

thisisnotadreamhouse.squarespace.com
kjrmathieu@yahoo.com

Joseph clement With     
calum J. moore
u  2nd floor

Value alters Fact

Value Alters Fact is a film installation that explores our relationship to 
movement, time and observation. Drawing on 200+ clips and five years 
of documentation this film provides a powerful glimpse into the visual 
narrative of our surrounding environments. Derived from a confluence 
of subtleties; the speed in which you move, the time of day and the 
changing sun, the momentary bursts and the near imperceptible, 
these moments have an ability to change our perception yet are often 
ignored. these moments, the conscientious observation of ones self in 
time and space makes visible the limitless complexity of the world we 
inhabit.

jdadesign@gmail.com

photo: Film still from Value alters Fact
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andrea nesBitt
W  2nd floor

soft talk

andrea nesbitt creates environments that can respond to those who 
enter them. such immediate feedback offers a unique sense of control, 
along with a clear understanding of the impact of our actions. By 
integrating the capabilities of technological feedback into naturalistic, 
immersive installations a dialogue with the natural world is simulated. 
andrea sees this as a chance to reestablish a curiosity of, and a 
connection with, our surroundings.  

andreanesbitt.com
andrea.m.nesbitt@gmail.com

outside studio
V  2nd floor

outside-inside upside-down                                 
a camera obscura at the Gladstone 

outside-inside upside-down is an installation transforming one room of 
the Gladstone into a camera obscura. literally translated as “darkened 
room,” a camera obscura is an optical device pre-dating modern 
photography. similar to a camera, the projected image inside the room 
is upside-down, creating a challenging perspective of the view outside. 
the installation further addresses the theme of landscape and place, 
through the design of an urban planter located on the exterior roof.

outside studio is a collaborative practice started by cleo Buster and 
rene Fan. the studio’s work brings together landscape architecture, 
architecture, and history to create site-specific progressive design.

outsidestudiotoronto.wordpress.com
outsidestudiotoronto@gmail.com
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Jane hutton
X  2nd floor

Fluorescence

Under a black light, wood species emit specific fluorescent hues which 
can be used to identify them. opalescent water of changing hue, which 
formed inside wooden goblets of certain species, is the earliest known 
evidence of fluorescence. This project looks at a series of woods and 
their varying responses to ultraviolet radiation. Fluorescence is an 
invisible signature of each tree, unrelated to the qualities that make 
them desirable commodities as lumber or nursery stock. Jane hutton 
is a landscape architect and teaches at the harvard Graduate school 
of design. hutton is a founding editor of the journal scapegoat: 
architecture, landscape, political economy.

gsd.harvard.edu/people/janehutton.html
jhutton@gsd.harvard.edu

Gina BadGer
Y  offsite | bento Miso (862 richMond street west,                    
......suite 100)

swallow (2013)

in this hands-on workshop, learn how to make artfully crafted cocktail 
bitters using common plants such as vervain, lavender and mugwort. 
the backbone of any classic cocktail, bitters are plant-infused alcohols 
that share a history with medicinal tinctures. While stalwarts like 
angostura or peychaud’s keep their recipes behind lock and key, in this 
workshop you’ll learn everything you need to design and make your 
own bitters. Workshop includes cocktail tasting, medicinal and historical 
information and garden tour (weather permitting).

location: Bento miso (862 richmond street West, suite 100)
date and time: saturday, april 27, 2 – 4pm
$10 registration fee includes materials and a jar of bitters

ginabadger.ca
badger.gina@gmail.com

image: Gina Badger, mongrels (2011). plant walk documentation with mugwort (artemesia 

vulgaris), 16 april 2011. image courtesy of talia shipman and cart nY.
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Experiencing art on an empty stomach 
may result in intense feelings of 
discomfort, fatigue, nausea, dizziness or 
even anger.

Please visit the Gladstone Hotel Café or 
Melody Bar and have a bite before you 
experience the art.

WARNING


